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Jeff Fenton

From: Jeff Fenton 
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 3:20 PM
To: appellatecourtclerk
Cc: Lisa Marsh
Subject: M2019-02059-COA-R3-CV | FAWN FENTON v. JEFFREY RYAN FENTON | 2020-10-16 

EMERGENCY MOTION Notifying of Exigent Circumstances | 2020-10-16 AFFIDAVIT of Jeffrey R 
Fenton - Authenticity of Audio

Attachments: Richard Rochester Psychiatrist son-in-law of late Judge Thomas Wiseman and wife Emily Matlack 
Wiseman (of Oak Hill).pdf; Terry Huff Psychotherapist - Parents Glenn and Honor Huff (Founders of 
Agape & Huff Groccery) - Uncle Mutt Huff (WILCO Sheriff for 12 Years) WILCO  1800s.pdf; Strong 
Man Principle.pdf; TECHNICAL RECORDS Glossary.xlsx; 2020-10-16 EMERGENCY MOTION Notifying 
of Exigent Circumstances.pdf; 2020-10-16 AFFIDAVIT of Jeffrey R Fenton - Authenticity of Audio.pdf; 
24,220 PIECES OF DIVORCE EVIDENCE (36 GB).pdf; 2020-07-08 ADA Request for Modification due to 
Mental Health (Under Tennessee Judicial Branch Policy 2_07).pdf; 2020-10-15 AFFIDAVIT OF 
MARSHA ANN FENTON (Mother).pdf; 2020-10-15 FATHER Dan Fenton - Letter Verifing that I could 
NOT Live with Him (Despite Story's Claims).pdf; Jeffs Mothers Home in Michigan (125k - 780 
SqFt).pdf; Fawns Mothers Home in California (FOUR Million Dollars).pdf; M2019-02059 Transcript of 
Evidence-2 (original).pdf; M2019-02059 Transcript of Evidence-2a (with audio times).pdf

Hello Justices,  

Please find attached my “2020-10-16 AFFIDAVIT of Jeffrey R Fenton - Authenticity of Audio”, which 
covers the authenticity of the transcripts for the 8/31/2019 hearing, both the audio version and the 
transcribed with TIME MARKERS every paragraph to sync with the audio. Also find attached the 
“2020-10-16 EMERGENCY MOTION Notifying of Exigent Circumstances”. These both cover a broad 
spectrum, which I believe completely, irrefutably, disprove ALL THREE ACTIONS by the Trial Court.

Money is no longer my goal… I’m simply unable to seek financial restitution without legal Counsel. 
Likewise, with as hard as I have worked, and I have worked probably 16 hours per day on this for 
LITERALLY MONTHS, I’m just not capable of narrowing down this evidence:

• DOCUMENTED DIVORCE EVIDENCE,
• 36.6 GB of Data
• 24,020 FILES
• 2,001 FOLDERS

I could create a storyboard, website or blog, write a book or a miniseries, but there is no way I can fit 
this much evidence that EVERY ACTION TAKEN AGAINST ME HAS BEEN FRAUDULENT, IN BAD 
FAITH in a legal document like a BRIEF, without at least a few more months to work EVERYDAY on 
it, or if you were to provide me with competent Counsel. I thought that I could do it, and I believe that 
you will find that I have done a LOT of work, but the entire Narrative of Ms. Story is FALSE. As you 
will also find if ANYONE ever reads my “ONE AND DONE” filed on 8/29/2019: TRv1-3, Pages 119-
380.
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I’m attacheding a copy of my “TECHNICAL RECORDS Glossary.xlsx” spreadsheet also, if anyone 
there can help me and might find that useful.  

The reason I need such an excesive amount of stuff attached to my record, is because Ms. Story totally 
exploited my disabilities, with basically a “decoy” divorce, because it was far cheaper and more 
effective than telling the TRUTH about anything!  

As such, I am missing a LOT of significant  PROOF that Ms. Story and Judge Binkley didn’t treat me 
ethically or legally.  

I understand how powerful they both are, which is why I KNOW that I have no hopes of receiving any 
financial restitution from them, without Counsel and another five years of my life to devote to this.  

I just want all the LIES removed, no record as an ABUSER, as a STALKER, a simple non-contested 
divorce with no alimony due either party, ever! With any of the bogus legal fees for Ms. Story or Ms. 
Fenton charged back to Ms. Fenton. While I’m not even seeking restitution for my legal fees, if you 
could please just order Williamson County Court to pay the fees for this appeal, both their fees and 
yours. I believe there is more than adequate proof they have significant exposure here.  

I also need the Order of Protection both terminated and expunged from existence, so that it won’t keep 
hurting my already terrible vocational opportunites please.  

If you all can accomplish that, without the need for me to write a Brief, or their reply brief, or anything 
else, then I will be satisifed with that, and move on with my life!  

I know that legally I’m due probably a mid-six figure judgment, but I also know that I’ll never get it!
So at age 51, I just want to have my NAME, my REPUTATION, and my CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 
restored as though none of this craziness took place!  

If that is not possible, then please provide me with legal counsel, because surely anyone  who listens 
to the audio recording of the hearing on 8/29/2019 WHILE FACT CHECKING EVERYTHING 
STORY/BINKLEY say with the previous judgment and both sets of transcripts, NOTHING lines up!
They just relentlessly BULLIED me darn near to death!  

If you can’t either provide the simple cure requested above, or provide me with legal counsel to draft 
my brief, along with the time for them to do so, knowing there is a LOT of Discovery in this case, which 
without seeing it is really overwhelming and surpasses most peoples ability to BELIEVE. That is why 
the AUDIO TRANSCRIPTS, along with the documented PROOF I’m sending you here and in several 
subsequent emails (due to file size), asking that you please supplement my record with each. While 
PLEASE recording the 8/29/2019 TRANSCRIPTS OF EVIDENCE as TRANSCRIPTS OF EVIDENCE 
instead of leaving it buried in my Technical Record as Williamson County filed it. I spent $500 and I 
couldn’t tell you all the work I went through to try to do that correctly 15 different ways, but
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Williamson County REFUSED to file that as a Transcript of Evidence. Now that I’m supplying you 
with the AUDIO RECORDING (which Judge Binkley gave me permission to record) as well as the 
written transcripts, with time markers written throughout the transcripts at the top left of each 
paragraph, it is SO EASY TO VERIFY, it is much more reliable than a single media format! While 
the AUDIO format is essential to know the TONE, FORCE, and ways which we all communicated, 
to be able to separate out what was clearly abusive.  

As stated, I’m about to send you probably close to a dozen emails of files, asking that you PLEASE add 
them to my record so that it contains an element of TRUTH!  

If you want to SEAL all the records when this is over, to protect us ALL from embarrasement, I am fine 
with that. I just don’t want the Court hiding their faults, burried in the technical records instead of as 
a transcript of evidence, while exposing all of our dirty laundry.  

Also, if none of these solutions will work for you, then please transfer this appeal to the Eastern 
Tennessee Court of Appeals. I’m hoping they will have less conflicts of interests relationally, but I really 
don’t know. I just read that they are quite vigelant at prosecuting bad Judicial actors. Plus I really like 
that one Suppreme Court lady from over there…  Sharon G. Lee. I have a tremendous amount of 
respect for her, putting the US Constitution above both TN law, and the people who administrate those 
laws. I really like this opinioin of hers: 
https://www.tncourts.gov/sites/default/files/christensenj.opn_.dis_.pdf (It was the article that the 
language on our No Trespassing Signs were based upon.)  

I’m planning to live with my mother now for the rest of her life, so as much as I hate Michigan, I expect 
to live out the rest of my life here. While though I absolutely loved Tennessee and Williamson County, 
living in Middle Tennessee for 25 years, I will never step foot on Tennessee Soill again, unless I must 
to seek the restitution of my NAME and RIGHTS. I lost too much way too quickly, while finding that 
without $$ I had no voice at all!  

Please don’t take that personally. I loved the people there, but in 7.1 minutes of my testimony, with 
only TWO short 30—minute court hearings, I lost everything that I loved in my LIFE! Then I was chased 
out nearly at gun point, which Virginia Story went to Federal Court to obtain an order to sell my 
personal property, which she made me leave there, in an attempt to supercede Tennessee State law. 
She wanted to deny me my $10k personal property exemption, and tried to extort $2k from my mother 
for puffed up storage charges, or said that she would sell or discard my stuff. I don’t mean to be 
rude, but that woman belongs behind bars! I’ve dealt with all sorts of people in my life, but I’ve never 
dealt with anyone as absent of a soul as her, on either side of the law.  

Since I’m NOT seeking money, since you will SEE and HEAR I have been terribly violated by Ms. Story 
under the pretense of law, I don’t see why their would be any need for her to have an opportunity to 
write a brief, or to drag this out further. She is the one who deserves to be charged with crimes. She is 
the one who would owe me hundreds of thousands of dollars, but I know that I’ll never get it, so I’ll 
just be better off to let go of any money!  
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Additionally, my ex-wife is broken and destitute from this all. She is currently unemployeed and 
bankrupt. I know that she will recover, but she won’t even try until after this action is over with, for 
fear that she will be forced to pay me alimony, and I’d rather just close that door and assure her that 
she is free to try to live the best life that she can.  

So I’m hoping that this once, the COA can make an exception for all of our best interests. There just isn’t 
anything left to gain, without either myself or Ms. Fenton losing MORE, both of which are 
unacceptable consequences to me. Please don’t allow them to file charges against Ms. Fenton, because 
she could have never done MOST of this without POWERFUL PEOPLE who could lift her OVER the 
laws. 

If anything bad will happen to Ms. Fenton, then I will need to battle this out with the Courts to try to 
protect her, from the bigger bullies on the playground. Otherwise, I just need my life back please!  

Please let me know any questions or concerns you have.  

Thank you for considering my request.  

Everything to follow in the next two days will be in regards to this action, requesting to be 
supplemented to my record please.  

Again, I do ask that this all be looked at and considered by THREE of the JUSTICES at the Appellate 
Level, so that one judge alone who is buddies with either party can’t just sweep this under the rug. I 
know that we’d like to think that isn’t the sort of World we live in, and I know nothing about any of 
you personally, I just know how Nashville works.  

For anyone who is concerned that I might been a nut case, then listen to the audio first please! Plus, 
though the court heard me speak a whole 7.1 minutes to decide that I’m a danger to society, my 
psychiatrist and my psychotherapists, have literally spent HUNDREDS of hours with me, and believe 
exactly the opposite, as the documention which you have in my ADA mod request shows… which I 
will attach here again.  

Both are LIFE LONG Brentwood residents. Terry Huff my Psychotherapist’s family has been living in 
Williamson County since the 1800s! His parents founded Agape, Huff Groccery in Brentwood, and 
were tremendously respected and wonderful people, as is Terry. He would never attest to anyone 
being “safe” who is dangerous, for any amount of money. He won’t even accept a free book without 
buying it! 

As for my Psychiatrist Dr. Richard Rochester, besides being an expert in his field, he grew up in the 
shadow of US District Middle Tennessee Judge Thomas Wiseman, trying to live up to his standards, 
since they were his wife’s parents.  
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I may not have any voice, power, or money here, but these people are all SALT OF THE EARTH, and 
their voices echo that I AM NOT DANGEROUS TO MS FENTON OR ANYONE ELSE! Terry Huff has 
even met with both me and Ms. Fenton together, way more recently than Ms. Story’s claim of 
us not communicating in her OP application, so Terry knows about some of Ms. Fenton’s challenges 
too, and has watched the dynamics between us, and knows that my heart only hurts for her! If I could 
give her everything we had together back and just walk away empty handed, I wouild in a 
heartbeat, but I wanted my “legal share”, which ended up not being something Ms. Fenton was 
willing to part with, so we lost everything. I wish I had a clue earlier, so that at least I could have left 
her in a better place than I found her in, 15-years ago. But regretfully I don’t have that power. 

Please let me know when you all decide, how I should proceed. If you can’t cure my name, reputation 
and civil rights without me writing a BRIEF, I will waste months more of my life on it, but I’ve already 
been in this basement in Michigan for a year, and would like to get to have some good memories with 
my mother while she is still able to get around and about.  

Thank you for your consideration.  
Jeff Fenton      

Jeff Fenton 
17195 Silver Parkway # 150 
Fenton, MI 48430-3426 

Phone: (615) 837-1300 
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FILED: 8/29/2019@ 9:17 AM 

HUSBAND'S 63-PAGES 
RESPONSE AND (Primary) 
COUNTERMOTION 
TO WIFE'S TR. vl 
MOTION FOR (page 
VIOLATION OF 119) 
THE EX PARTE through 
ORDER OF TR.v2 
PROTECTION AND (page 
FOR DATE 181) 
CERTAIN FOR 
WALK THROUGH 
OF HOUSE AND vl: 124 
MOTION FOR through 
SCHEDULING v2: 32 
ORDER 

TR. Court started at 9am ... texted 
v1-v3 Mitchell to inform Chancellor I 

was running late. 
(p119 
- 380) 

vl : 
124-
155 

v2 : 2-
151 

v3 : 2-
80 

Stayed up several nights in a row 
preparing, didn't have time to 
BIND 3-Copies of Exhibit-B. 

Had to run out the door to 
Chancery Clerk & Master to file 
stamp. 

FILED 17 minutes AFTER court 
started, then rushed to find "The 
Old Franklin Court House" . 

In court I handed Virginia Story 
copies of everything, and I 
provided Mitchell with copies of 
my signed and stamped request 
to release them as my counsel 
as I had promised. 

Supplement EXHIBIT-B. 

Add Husband's Response and Counter Complaint for Divorce. 

Remove type-o (check spelling) where on Request #1, I asked 
for OP and to pay court costs. (Obviously mistakes.) 

Explain gap in Exhibit Lettering Syntax, and that I didn't 
understand how to properly reference the EXHIBITS within 
the main document, but they all apply and please take them 
into consideration, even if not correctly cited and referenced. 

DOC-60/PDF-61 REMOVE: "The Order of Protection be made 
permanent and that Husband be required to pay her 
attorney's fees for having to bring this Motion." (Obviously 
mistakes.) 

Other Typo's possible - I was in a rush, trying to use another 
form as a template and piece it together to the best of my 
ability, in a frantic rush, already running late for court. 

Had to sign and GO, without proofreading or looking back. j 




